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by Don Price

President’s
Message

It has been another record year for the

Sunnyside Neighborhood Association (SNA).

We have had great success by following a

simple and straightforward plan which includes the

following:

• Change in meetings to three times a

year—Winter, Spring and Fall

• Simple one hour meetings with a

featured speaker

• Notification to members via postcard of

meeting dates

• Special notification to members if a

special meeting becomes necessary

• Sunnyside Line (415-331-1500 x100),

SNA's voicemail.

• Annual Neighborhood-wide Garage Sale

in October

• Two issues of Sunnyside News per

year....in  Spring and Fall

Our membership has grown in the last year and

we have many new members.  By keeping our costs

down we are better able to prepare for the future of

the Association.

But, we are also willing to help other Sunnyside

groups with contributions to groups such as: Neigh-

borhood Emergency Response Team (NERT),

Sunnyside Inter-city baseball team, and the Judson

Hill Community Gardens.  By spreading the money

we receive around the neighborhood we insure a

successful and safe life for our members and

neighbors.

In other news, the City College Football/Track

field and Tennis Courts improvement projects

(funded by a special assessment district tax to

property owners) is complete.  Access to these

areas is allowed to anyone, during operating hours,

President's Message, continued on page 3

1998 SNA Meetings

February 10
May 12

October 13

The Sunnyside Neighborhood Association

meets on the second Tuesday of February, May

and October.

Sunnyside Neighborhood Association

meetings are held at 7:30 pm. We recognize that

people live busy lives, so we keep our meetings

to just one hour.

Meet your neighbors and hear informative

speakers at Sunnyside Elementary School, 250

Foerster (between Flood and Hearst). RRRRR
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Sunnyside Neighborhood Association President
Don Price wrote to Safeway’s Pleasanton District
Office to ask about some problems at the Safeway
on Monterey Blvd.; here is Safeway's reply.

July 8, 1997

In response to your questions regarding our store on
Monterey in San Francisco.
1. Computer conversion errors --
Problems were due to telephone lines with banks not
communicating properly. Unfortunately this has been
an ongoing area of concern and I am addressing the
situation with National Accounting Services Center.
2. What is Safeway doing to address the

scanner errors?
We continue to adjust, monitor and improve our
scanning system. When an error occurs we address
the problem immediately and we offer a free item
policy. If an item does not scan at the correct price
that item is free.. excluding alcohol, tobacco, dairy.
3. What is Safeway doing to address the

problem of checker errors?
Our training and coaching of our clerks is an ongoing
process.

I appreciate you taking the time to write us with your
concerns and we value your business. If I can
answer any more of your questions, please fee free
to contact me at my office.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Philbert, District Manager
510-468-1996

Safeway Responds To SNA Letter

The horse would have a good laugh today if he could
see all the motorists adjusting their shoulder har-
nesses.

A nursery school teacher told her pupils, “Everyone
in this country is free.” A little boy cried indignantly,
“I’m not free, I’m four!”

Mother is a book store: “Do you have any books on
child psychology written by authors who actually
have children of their own?”

Why is it that when a person bounces a check, the
bank charges them more of what they already know
we don’t have any of?

Q. How do you get a man to do sit-ups?
A. Put the remote control between his feet.

Laughter has no foreign accent. – Paul Lowney

Wealthy people miss one of life’s great thrills -
making the last car payment. RRRRR

BARBER CLIPS

Local Humor and Wisdom

As Collected in the Sunnyside

by Ron the Barber

Sunnyside Neighborhood
Association

President - Don Price

Vice-President - Dave Wall

Treasurer - Rita D’Amico

Secretary/Editor - Rita Evans

If you wish to discuss neighborhood concerns,

contact the president or board members, or leave

questions or suggestions for SNA,  please call

Sunnyside Line, 331-1500 x100.Your call will

be returned within a week. RRRRR
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Also remember, as a Sunnyside neighbor you

are permitted a library card at City College, even if

you are not a student.  Make sure you see the Head

Librarian if you what this as many of the library

workers are not familiar with this arrangement.

The special tax for the sports improvements

also included money for improved lighting at CCSF

for safety. This project seems endlessly stalled but

will come to be, probably within the next year.  This

will be especially helpful to those neighbors who

walk or run there at night, and especially for night

students.  Remember — emergency phones are

located all over the campus, and calls go directly to

the CCSF police station.

I also want to mention to my neighbors that on

page 2 is a copy of a letter I requested from the

Safeway District Manager Rebecca Philbert. I have

heard, and experienced, that this store has some

problems and I invite you to read her response.

We are in a unique situation here with retail

stores.  We need the Safeway, as there are scant

few other stores of any kind on Monterey Blvd.

anymore, but we also need it to be run well.  If you

have a problem, call Rebecca Philbert at 510-468-

1996.  This will help get the problem resolved as

telling a manager at the store probably will not.

Sunnyside residents spend a lot of money in this

store and it is time to talk back!

Have a joyous holiday season  and please tell

your neighbors about the association and join us for

our next meeting, Tuesday February 10,1998 at

Sunnyside School. RRRRR

President's Message, continued from +page 1

Please contribute to Sunnyside News -- your

news, features or letters to the editor are most

welcome.

Mail items to SNA, PO Box 27615, S.F., CA

94127, or contact Rita Evans, 558-0359.

Sunnyside Neighborhood Association assumes

no responsibility for the statements and opinions

expressed in Sunnyside News.  Editorial views do

not necessarily represent the official position of

SNA. RRRRR

Sunnyside News

on a first-come, first-serve basis, so long as a class is

not in session.  Many people like to use the tennis

courts and you will now find them to be of profes-

sional quality.  All new courts, fencing, lights for night

play, and soon a review stand and monitors kiosk.

The lights and courts are scheduled to open Decem-

ber 1.  The track area is open now.

Homeless Cats
Need Your Help

The feral cat population at City College has

been kept under control the past few years

thanks to a dedicated group of volunteers. These

people have arranged to have many of the cats

spayed or neutered, and they feed them.

Residents sometimes contact the college

with complaints about the cats. The

administration’s usual course of action is to set

out traps. Not many of the street-wise, savvy

feral cats end up in the traps, but neighborhood

pets do. The Buildings and Grounds Dept. needs

to hear from neighbors that traps are not an

acceptable way of dealing with the feral cats.

Rosalie Wolf is one of the caring, dedicated

folks who tend to the cats, and she could use

your help. Call 469-7307 and leave a message if

you’d like to volunteer your time, or donate food

or cash. RRRRR
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welcome to use these facilities when classes aren’t

in session. Weekends are an especially good time to

use them. Residents in this part of the city paid for

the renovations via a special assessment district, so

get your money’s worth out of the improvements.

Should you have any problems with access to the

facilities, let Ellen know at 239-3394.

Cloud Hall, the large building perched at the top

of the campus, is scheduled for major renovations in

the summer of 1998. This construction project may

have an impact on parking and traffic, and SNA will

keep an eye on how this effects residents. Additional

bond money for upgrades to other buildings is also

available. With so many aging buildings, this is a very

positive development for City College.

R  R  R  RR  R  R  RR  R  R  RR  R  R  RR  R  R  R

SNA was instrumental in saving the Judson

hillside as open space a few years ago, and we still

have a lovely grove of eucalyptus trees to enjoy.

Neighbors Concha and Jack continue to tend to a

marvelous hillside garden featuring a wide variety of

flowering plants and shrubs. The area could be

eligible for a community block grant, particularly for

improving the Marston area. Neighbors interested in

such a project can work through the Master Plan

Committee at City College. Call Ellen at 239-3394

for more information. RRRRR

Fine Dining, More Parking,
Building Upgrades -
There's Plenty Going on
At City College

Sunnyside News Editor Rita Evans had a chat

with Ellen Wall, long-time neighborhood resident

and faculty member at City College of San

Francisco. Here’s what’s happening at one the

country’s largest community colleges.

Tired of the same old fast food, but too tired to

cook? City College’s Hotel and Restaurant program

offers one of the city’s best-kept dining secrets. For

$10 or less, you can feast on an elegant dinner

prepared by students. The college cafeteria doesn’t

offer much atmosphere, but the pastries are fabu-

lous. Dinner is served daily from 5:15-7:00 p.m.

Short on cash to pay for that great meal? A

Wells Fargo ATM was installed on the campus about

a year ago. Take the south driveway from Phelan

and look for the sign.

 R  R  R  RR  R  R  RR  R  R  RR  R  R  RR  R  R  R

With enrollment at City College down slightly

this year, is it possible that there’s also been a

decrease in the number of City College students

cruising the neighborhood for parking spaces?

Maybe so. In addition to fewer students, the school

has finally opened the South Reservoir for student

parking, helping to ease some of the pressure on

street parking. SNA has been pushing for this

additional off-street parking for years, but environ-

mental concerns and other issues have blocked it.

Opening the second reservoir parking area,

however, has caused some traffic problems on

Phelen Avenue. City College will be working on

changes to Phelan Avenue’s design to facilitate

access to the parking lots while also keeping things

relatively quiet. Neighborhood input in this process is

invited; please contact Ellen Wall at 239-3394 if

you’re interested in participating.

R  R  R  RR  R  R  RR  R  R  RR  R  R  RR  R  R  R

The long-delayed tennis court and track

renovations have been completed, and residents are

Mediation an Alternative
In Handling Disputes

Is your neighbor’s dog barking driving you

crazy? Or maybe one of her kids is parking in your

driveway? Do you have any other problem of a non-

crime type, but you’re not sure how to handle it?

For help in mediating these situations, call San

Francisco-Community Boards. This non-profit

mediation group will assist any city resident in

working out problems with individuals, businesses,

the City, or whatever. They have a lot of experience

finding workable solutions to all types of problems

and provide a non-threatening atmosphere for both

parties. This is an excellent service and is free. Call

863-6100 for information. R R R R R

R R RR R RR R RR R RR R R
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Yet, the number of people who keep up their

skills through any practice is small in comparison

to the number of people trained. This limited

participation is alarming to those who are familiar

faces at these events and to whom preparedness

for inevitable emergencies is not only their way of

staying alive, but also a vital part of community

service.

People in the neighborhoods carry the load of

maintaining the quality of life their area of the city

enjoys. When, for example, graffiti shows its ugly

face, it is the residents who combat it with imme-

diate action. If we do not notice the graffiti, it is

probably because one or two people have painted

or scrubbed over it almost as soon as it appears.

Sue Kirkham, NERT member and neighbor, is

noted for her work in this effort. Homeowners

concern themselves with property values and

safety on their streets. These issues should be

enough to motivate more of us to take up a brush

and become part of eradicating the problem

before it establishes a permanent hold over us.

So it is with disaster preparedness. NERT

planning groups perform a vital community service

when they stage events designed to keep NERTs

proficient in their abilities to act effectively to the

neighborhoods need for trained responders. Patron-

age of their efforts is best demonstrated by the

attendance of NERTs and untrained neighbors to

these events.

Taking part in NERT’s activities is not only an

opportunity for individuals to reassess their personal

readiness, but also to contribute and invaluable

service to their community. It is unrealistic to hope

that the next NERT member has kept up his/her

skills for our collective benefit. We all profit incre-

mentally when the load of maintaining our area’s

readiness is spread amongst as many of us as

possible.

Andrea O’Leary

Coordinator

Sunnyside NERT

830 Teresita Blvd.

San Francisco, CA 94127

334-4601

Sunnyside NERT

and Community Service:

Disaster Preparedness

Benefits Everyone

The Sunnyside NERT (Neighborhood Emer-

gency Response Team) held its annual October

Staging Area Drill just as forty-six other teams in

the city did in their neighborhoods. Attendance at

these important practices varies from year to year

with the Sunnyside Team ranking amongst those

enjoying their greatest attendance.

Help Stop Speeders

and Red Light Runners

A car is racing west on Monterey Blvd. when

suddenly the driver spots a large “43 mph” in lights

by the side of the road. He brakes and drives more

slowly as he proceeds through our neighborhood.

To make speeders aware of their speed, and

possibly reduce speeding, call Ingleside Police Station

and ask for Officer John Mulkern at 553-0163.  He

is the coordinator for the mobile speed measurement

indicator trailer.  It locks on a vehicles speed and

displays it in BIG numbers.  This helps slow down

drivers as they realize how fast they are going – and

also that a cop may be close by.

Officer Mulkern will schedule a visit of the

speed trailer to your problem area if you call him.

As for red light runners, if you have a problem

area near you, call Captain Bruce of Ingleside

Station directly to discuss it at 553-1603. He can put

more emphasis on police work in areas he is made

aware of – help him out by letting him know where

the red light runners are. R R R R R

R R RR R RR R RR R RR R R

R R RR R RR R RR R RR R R
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Sunnyside Ranks in City's Top 25%
in Neighborhood Safety, Says Captain Bruce

Police Urge Residents to Get Know Neighbors' Routines,
Watch Out for Each Other, Form Block Watch Clubs

Captain Rick Bruce, of the

Ingleside Police Station, was the fea-

tured speaker at the Sunnyside

Association’s October meeting.  He

related a lot of useful information for our

neighborhood including the fact that

Sunnyside as a whole (see boundaries

map in this issue) is in the top 25% of

safe neighborhoods city-wide.

There is much less crime on the

whole here in this neighborhood than in

the majority of other San Francisco

neighborhoods.  In the month of Septem-

ber the most active crime here was auto

break-ins, followed by home burglaries,

and lastly by three robberies (meaning

on an individual) all of which occurred in

the area near Monterey Blvd. and

Forester Street.  The robberies are

probably attributed to the intersection

being a major hub for the neighborhood

and bus lines.

If you see anything suspicious

happening along Monterey Blvd. (even if

you don’t live on the street) please call

the Ingleside Station at 553-1603 and

report it.  It is important for the police to

keep accurate records of activity so

officers can be assigned accordingly.

Overall, Sunnyside is a great place

for safety and convenience.  If you are

experiencing any specific problems on

your street ,or in an area that seems

suspicious, please call Ingleside Station

and discuss it with the duty officer or

ask for Captain Bruce.

In closing, Captain Bruce reminds

us that the best safety tip is awareness.

Be aware of who is around you, what is going on around you, and

know your neighbors.  By knowing who lives around you and the

habits and comings/goings of your block neighbors you are able to

spot problems and notify police.

Let’s say the guy across the street from you works nights,

and you know he lives alone. You look outside at 8 pm, and

there’s someone is moving his TV set, toolbox and everything

else he owns into a truck!  Something’s wrong, and you know it,

because you know your neighbors and what should be going on.

So you know to call the police and save this guy’s stuff. Who

knows, maybe next time he’ll save yours!

Captain Bruce strongly encourages neighbors to form Block

Watch Clubs. It’s a great way to get to know each other.  If you

want to start a Neighborhood Safety Block Watch  Club call 673-

7233    (673-SAFE).

Let’s keep Sunnyside one of the safest neighborhoods in the

city! R R R R R

Monterey Blvd. and Foerster Ave. in Sunnyside, which Captain Bruce,

SFPD Ingleside, discussed in his talk.
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Refer Your Neighbor
Program

There's strength in numbers, so please

help us to build the Sunnyside Neighborhood

Association by referring a neighbor to our

meetings or voice-mail line.

Leave a message on the Sunnyside-line

(331-1500 x100), with a name and address,

and we will forward a current newsletter to

a potential new member.

Or wish your neighbor "Happy Holidays"

with a gift membership in SNA -- it's only

$10, and the gift lasts all year! R R R R R

Are My Dues Due?

If you’re wondering if it’s time to pay

your annual Sunnyside Neighborhood

Association dues, just look at the mailing

label on your Sunnyside News. Right above

your name is a line which reads, “Dues paid

through xxx.”

If the date on the label is 1997 or

earlier, it's time to pay your dues. We also

strongly encourage everyone whose dues

expire in the first half of 1998 to renew now.

We hope that you’ll renew, and that

you’ll encourage your neighbors to join SNA.

RRRRR

R R R R R SNA Annual Membership Dues R R R R R

Membership in the Sunnyside Neighborhood Association is $10 per year.
Please look on your mailing label to see if your dues are due.

Please renew now.  We need your support. Make checks payable to SNA.

Send your check to:

 Sunnyside Neighborhood Assn.
PO Box 27615

San Francisco, CA  94127

Name _______________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________ Zip Code________

Phone ________________________ I want to volunteer _____________________
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Sunnyside Neighborhood Assn.
P.O. Box 27615
San Francisco, CA 94127

RRRRR
 Sunnyside -

A Great Place to Live!

Sunnyside is located north and east of City

College in south-central San Francisco.

Sunnyside boundaries are Mangels, Baden,

Circular, Havelock, and Ridgewood.


